Uppincott Farm
Monitor Farm Update
Meeting held: The Red Lion, Shobrooke, 11am, 12 February 2015
Speakers: James Lee
Jack Watts, Lead Analyst, Crops, HGCA

Summary of Monitor Farm meeting
James Lee:
The combine purchase decision is on hold with
consideration of the 200HP tractor replacement more
pressing. Contract hire with service plan is the
preferred purchase method.
A contract duck-rearing enterprise has been
introduced, good for cashflow, and good for manure
for the new Huxham Farm FBT where soil
management is to be addressed at the next meeting.
Likewise tack welsh sheep, for the same reason,
despite the investment in fencing required.
James updated on grain marketing. Also his recent
trip to the HGCA Monitor Farmers’ conference in
Scotland where he had been impressed by margins
achieved from intensive ‘mob paddock grazing’
grassland management on an upland livestock farm.

Jack Watts:
He reviewed the market and James detailed his marketing strategy. This was based on tradition, with influences from
psychology, time and cashflow pressures. The meeting then discussed in groups different marketing strategies, the reasons for
them, and their strengths and weaknesses.
Teams were then formed and a competition initiated to market James’ 2015 wheat crop. Decisions will be made at each
following meeting with market updates from Jack and crop updates from Rob.
Jack reiterated some key points to be considered in a marketing strategy:
-

There is a three-year window to market a crop
Consider five-year average yields. The UK does not experience the same volatility as other parts of the world. In the
vast majority of years 70% of average yield is achieved so forward market of a proportion can be considered.
While the Future Market can be used as a guide, caution was urged for personal use as they can be time and cash
intensive. Much better to use through the trade.
Options should not be ruled out as a risk management tool.
The near market has no regard for cost of production but knowledge of the latter is essential.
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Next Monitor Farm meeting:
Huxham Farm, Stoke Canon, EX5 4EJ
Friday 1 May 2015, 5pm
Contact details:

Speaker: Philip Wright - Soil Scientist

Philip Dolbear, HGCA Regional Manager, South

Contact Email: philip.dolbear@hgca.ahdb.org.uk
Mobile:
07964
255614
 A practical look at the soils on
the new
FBT
being farmed




by the Lees
Planning a strategy to restore soil structure and maximise
nutrient potential from the soil.
Discussions on relevant cropping and cultivation
programmes to achieve the objective.

Farm summary
 800 acres owned, rented and grazing

licence
 350 acres combinable crops, 70 suckler

cows, 350 lambing ewes and contracting
 Labour consists of Nick, his 2 sons

James and Jonathan plus part time
 Uppincott Farm up to 900’ with 36”

rainfall
 Soils are generally medium loams
 Crop rotation is W Wheat – S Barley –

Oats – OSR.
 Crop storage on farm with a small

amount at Devon Grain.
 Feed wheat marketed to Crediton Milling.

Barley for feed and seed.
 Main contracting operations – grass

silaging with forage wagon, Claydon
drilling
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